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Building a Leadership 














Librarian / Liaison 











Facing budget pressures, unsustainable increases
One of our solutions
Formation of the Resource Negotiation Working Group
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Called for members 
Approved charge and set to work
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Library
Support Head of RAD in 
conducting negotiations
Develop and use tools 
needed to proactively 









Engage in a productive 
learning experience
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Our First Year (2020)
Projects, Group Challenges, Benefits
Negotiation Training
Best practices & principles
Fictional library case studies for practice
Small journal package
Database
Real life current resource negotiation 
analysis and strategy
At the beginning preparation is key for 
members. 8
Standard Licensing Terms
What Are Standard Licensing Terms?












Working Group Challenge #2
Establishing Tone
Move from soft and hard negotiator roles into principled 
negotiations.1
Gained support from charter champion in setting tone within 
communications
111. Fisher, R., Ury, W., & Patton, B. (1991). Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement 
Without Giving In (2nd ed.). New York: Houghton Mifflin Company.
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2020!




Meets desire of library 
professions who want to 
develop negotiation skills 
for work and life.





Strategize and plan 
the renegotiation of 
terms of an 
agreement with a 
significant vendor
Negotiation Prep
Develop a standard 
operating procedure 
around analysis and 












This presentation is available in IUPUI 
ScholarWorks.
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